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Fault Localization using Wavelet Transforms in 132kV
Transmission Lines
J.V.U.P. Jayatunga, P.S.N. De Silva and J.P. Karunadasa
Abstract: Fast fault clearance and fault localization is of great interest in the context of power systems
operations and economics. Conventional distance protection schemes provide adequate information
in fault isolation but do not provide sufficient information for fault localization and characterization in
required accuracy. This study develops a distance relay observer model using fault transient analysis
to be used in radial and in branched networks. Wavelet analysis together with traveling wave
behavior of fault transients obtained from wide band substation voltage transformers are used to
retrace the fault transient history. Modal transform associated with Daubechies filtration of fault
transients identifies successive impulses. The resulted fault transient voltage graph together with
network topology is used to calculate the fault distance and fault category. The polarity, magnitude
and timing of the reflections originated from network boundary discontinuities and from the fault are
analyzed to locate the fault. Simulation studies in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment demonstrate
that this scheme is capable of locating and characterizing the faults accurately.

algorithms [1,2] make use of voltage and current
signals at pre-set locations to calculate the line
impedance. [1] uses an apparent impedance
based technique for multiple fault location
predictions
by continuously updating the
voltage and current vectors, extracting the
fundamental components and then determination
of fault type and phasors. But it does not address
the ranking of multiple fault locations and the
compensation for modeling errors.

1. Introduction
Electric power systems are susceptible to
various types of faults caused by transient
weather or animal induced situations as well as
maintenance circumstances with human and
asset related failures. The fault locating, fault
clearing and power restoring functions have
more expert systems based control than human
decision based control.

Knowledge-based techniques [3-5] often rely on
external information such as SCADA alarms,
substation and feeder switch status, feeder
measurements, load voltage sensors, etc. These
approaches may not be feasible since
measurements are usually only available at the
substation and information about the operation
of feeder protective devices is normally
unknown.

Tire conventional distance protection schemes
used in transmission and primary distribution
networks employ impedance based fault
identification techniques using pre fault and post
fault power frequency signal analysis. It provides
the combination of fast fault clearance with
selective tripping. But it will not reveal the
accurate information about fault location since
calculated line impedance based on relay
measurements is influenced by harmonics and
DC components when fault occurs. Further
distance relay is normally set at 80% of the length
of the line to ensure the relay reliability due to
overreaching and under reaching effects.

[6,7] Describe methods based on integration of
disturbance fault recorder data with
network
topology characteristics.
[6] consists of
calculating the complex power at each node
during the fault by modeling its behavior
according to the voltage variations and then
fault distance in a recursive algorithm. [7]
calculates the faulted regions based on

Thus once receiving the feeder circuit breaker
trip information, the fault clearing teams have to
identify the faulty feeder for fault localization
and remedial action. It can be a rigorous and
time-consuming task and the reconnection time
primarily depends on the fault localizing
duration than the remedial duration.
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Among the presently available fault localizing
techniques, Impedance based fault location
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